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Toyin odutoula- boychild-2008

Toyin odutoula- 
lush-2008
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This collection is heavily inspired by artist 
Toyin Ojih Odutola, Toyin uses oil pastels 
and color pencils to illustrate  mountainous 
depth and strong directional lines on the 
face of her subjects. I Want to use and 
minultplate the  2D elements  in Toyin 
drawings to create garments that embody 
the essence of her visual aesthetics. My pro-
cess and the final product will develop its 
own  complexity and shit from her work. 
Toyin’s work is just starting point.once my 
own creative energy charges the the design 
process.I want this collection to be a visual 
ecstasy of powerful sillouslutes and prints 
within these silhouettes.
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Toyin odutoula- otherside-2008



toyin ojih odutola

Toyin Ojih 
Odutola
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studio four plus-2018
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This designer uses strong 
black and white contrast to il-
lustratree clear fashion 
sketches. Also the paper is tex-
tured giving depth to the 
design.

This artist focouses on strong 
linework and pen work to 
guide the illustration. 

 
Abstracted fashion sketches 
is a design method that in-
trest me.It forces the illustra-
tor to focus on color and sil-
luoete of the garment. 

Elizebath 
War-2005

Martain Lumas - 2007 Rubobu Roberts-2008
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Craig green de-
sign’s attracts the 
eye’s attention by 
compositing strong 
prints and shapes on 
body. This visual 
strategy Distorts the 
porotration of the 
body, hence, reintro-
ducing the the 
human form to the 
audience.



DEON 
LEE

Dion lee’s Designs con-
form to the shape of the 
body,   but he frames 
prints inside of specific  3d 
shapes which are draped 
on the body.This mixture 
of complex prints working 
in uncenece with 3d 
forms, divides the human 
proportion into parts, 
making for an interesting 
design, while following the 
role of thirds.   



The  Designs of HBA are con-
stantly reconstructing the men’s 
basic button down shirt to reimag-
ine the multitude of ways in which 
a shirt would be warn. Adding 
simple cut across the basic Shirt, 
that then can become  a new arm 
hole, or a placement for a zipper, 
this design strategy breaks the 
body’s composition into parts

SNYNE
OLIVER 
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